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ABSTRACT: School plays an important role in the development of the over-all personality of the students.The education system should be such that  it reduces the tension 
and depression of the students and make them more creative and artistic. The present paper deals with the various barriers which hinders the development of the students 

and suggests measure to uplift their  development to the highest level. 
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I. NURTURING OR NEGOTIATION 

School is a place where the future generation is created .Its here that creativity is nurtured & wings are given to the students for becoming excellent   professionals. But the 

major question  is,  Is Our School Education really making a difference or we are just producing citizens with weak wings to fly high. We have  to think about it & bring 

about drastic changes & for that we have to focus on the core issues & challenges. We need to have more practical based approach so that students can understand the 

conceptual aspect of the knowledge .The system of education should be such that it reduces absenteeism of the students from schools and it can be reduced to a certain extent 

if there is no concept of Fail or grading the students with Cor D  grade. Examination is not the only means to judge the students. Emphasis need to be diverted towards 

enhancing the creativity with a blend of motivation & inspiration. 

There has to be a greater inclination towards morality & spirituality. So we need to modify the syllabus with  a fabrication of holistic subjects. There is a tremendous need of 
infrastructure development in the public & private schools .We need  to have  a massive usage of Audio Visual Techniques to generate  the interest of the students in the 

learning process. The pattern of teaching has to be more practical based where in,  we need to analyze the creativity of the students. The educators have  to bring about 

interesting modules to develop the scientific & mathematical  skills of the students , the basic thing which we need to keep in mind is that  students  dislike any subject  if the 

content is not presented in an interesting manner ,so the important  task of the teacher is that he /she has to present the subject matter as per the mental level of the students in 

order to develop their interest. 

 

II. RAY OF HOPE FOR DEVELOPMENT 
If we peep into the CCE system it has indeed reduced the suicide & depression rate amongst the students and more over it has improved the presentation skills of  the learners 

and have made them more active. 
 Taking into context the Indian scenario we also need to think about the student teacher ratio so that quality teaching is imparted. A crowded class can no way benefit the 

teacher or the learner, an ideal ratio of 1:25 can make a difference  in the entire teaching & learning process and with this it will be easier for the teachers, to look after the 

students who get diverted due to lack of concentration. 
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Efforts  need to be taken to  increase the aptitude level of the students and for this importance should also be given to increase the general awareness of the learners. We also 

need to develop the language skills which can be brought about by introducing dramatics and creative writing skills and for this the language teachers again have to adopt 

various interesting techniques which will pep up the students to learn more & grasp more . 
Healthy mind resides in a healthy body majority of the  school going students are underweight and anaemic .The school management needs to take special actions along  with 

parents to build up a healthy nation and for this nutritional analysis of the students need to be done ,special focus on exercise & yoga have to given to make the students 

mentally & physically fit. 

At times the parents are also responsible for the down fall of their wards. Students should be given freedom to opt  subjects of their choice if its not there then chances can be 

there that we might not get good professionals in future. Right from the middle class onwards there is a need to guide the students regarding subjects to be opted & their 

utility and for this, schools need to conduct seminars for the students, proper guidance & counseling need to be there both for the students & their parents.  

Well, the condition in the urban areas is better but the condition in the rural & tribal areas is worst. Special steps have to be taken to bring about a  drastic change in these 

areas. Last but not the least the need of the hour is to modify the behavior of the students towards the desired goal and to bring about an over all development of the students. 

There has to be a development of the cognition  and the connative skills which is possible only with the joint effort of the parents, teachers &  school management. 

 May the thinking buds develop; 

May the toddlers grow with an open mind; 
May my country’s citizen think the best; 

May the youth propel with energy and enthusiasm. 
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